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Introduction

10% more efficient
efficient (average: 11 %), and
efficient 15 %) 0

PG&E's resource relies on energy ettJ,CleJl1CV
programs. Among the various residential efficiency meas
ures promoted by the utility, the refrigerator program
accounts for the largest savings. PG&E currently bases its
estimates of refrigerator program savings on the differ
ences in expected annual usage between new minimum
efficiency models and those high-efficiency models that
receive rebates. This poster describes PG&E's project to
meter refrigerators in order to assess the savings predicted

Federal test procedures. In a separate project, PG&E is
also evaluating the rebate free ndc~rstup.

Methodology

new were metered in Fresno in
1991$ Models from three groups were selected for

based on their
IminrO~Velme]t1t C()mI)art~ to 1990 Federal standards: 0-

(2) 10-15% more
more than 15 % more

A DAC Model TMC-I01 meter was installed in the
kitchen next to the in June 1991. Various data
about kitchen and 'lI"'.a.1"'a!""l1r.t,Q.'lIl"'Ql"n1ll" terrUJeJratlJlres
and characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

In both the and fun-scale metered data are
collected with meters installed at the and read

n~1t"'1nr1lll£' visits to the home. Basic data about the
and internal and

homes (occupancy and kitchen temperature) are collected
at the time of instaUation and these visitS6 Data
from less than a fun year are weather-normalized

COl1sumt.tlo,n with local weather.

"The meters retained about of fifteen-minute
COilsumr.:Jt!oln data. were read in three seasons over
seven in and
November-December. was restricted to the total
of calendar for which data from an 20
rer]ngt~rators were to eliminate weather differ-
ences as a source of variation in COllsumptlO]D..
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1 shows the size-normalized annual consumption
for each refrigerator. Both the low-efficiency (4%)

and bigh-efficiency (15%) groups consumed electricity at
rates very close to those predicted by their labels.
HOlwe"er.. the middle (11 %) category consumed substan
tially more than expected, in the warmer
seasons.

As 1 two of the in the middle
group were particularly high consumers. On-site investiga
tion revealed that ice-makers were the
cause in each case.. In one case, the ice-maker was func-

even though water not been connected to the
refrigerator. In other case, the sensor that stops the
ice-maker when the ice-bucket is full did not so that
ice was produced. the lower of
the freezer ro""1l'__ t:..1l"'t18"1fi"'la.~\t',

the consumption of high and low-efficiency models within
25 % with 95 % confidence. The research
design calls for metering of 284 refrigerators for periods
of three to nine months. Refrigerators would be selected
from two groups: standard-efficiency models (as close to
minimum 1990 standards as possible) and high-efficiency
models (at least 20% above 1990 standards). Models will
be selected from the size and categories
(e.. g" , 18-22 cubic feet, top-freezer models), in order to
reduce the number of factors that cause variation in
energy in. two climate zones
would be selected, one with air-conditioning
requirements and another with a mild summer and winter
climate. Data collection and analysis are to foHow
the procedures in the Fresno Results
from this in the fall of 1992.
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Interpretation

The Fresno did not include to
allow statistically valid conclusions. However, the
nonetheless has raised two contradictory possibilities"
First, for most seems close to the

of the Federal test procedures and labels ..
Since most utilities on these labels for their estimates
of the of efficient retn2era.tOf'S,
this is '13'*Q>~C'C'1I1S18"'1l'VIln

But on the other in a 20
two turned out to have

internal ice-makers.. the of most
models with ice-makers that were metered in Fresno was
close to the Federal label's a ice
maker can increase electricity use, often
without raising much concern from the customer.. Ice-
maker further careful mv'estlganOlrl ..
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Plot shows
The data shown is the
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